**Summary**

The NTS started in 1993 (3 years Bulgarian-Swiss project) in a new centralized screening unit at the University Pediatric Hospital in Sofia (PKU logistic since 1978). TSH was determined by Delta (cut off at initial screening 15 mIU/l, quality control DOQL) in 911 448 NB (06 30 11.2008). Data were registered by special software. Following changes occurred: increase of coverage from 58 (1993) to 99.5% (2007, p<0.001; shift to earlier screening sampling on day 1 and 2 increased from 18.6 (1999) to 24.2 (2005) and 19.8% (2008), but decreased after day 5 from 10.9 to 4.9% (1999 vs 2008); high proportion of late (after day 1) arrived FPC during the whole period: 47 (2000), 17 (2005), 20.6% (2008); Decrease of NB with TSH >15 mIU/l (1st FPC) from 1.8 to 0.09 (1993 vs 2008, p<0.001). Different forms of primary thyroid disturbances were diagnosed in 420 NB (1:2360 screened NB). Treatment with L-T4 was instituted at median age from 18 to 24 (1993 vs 1997) and 13 to 14 (2001-2002 vs 2004-2008) days. Therapeutic strategy changed completely. Follow up studies in screened patients with good compliance showed normal growth and development, according to the individual genetic potential. Systematic thyroid screening in mothers (participation 82.9%) of children with abnormal NTS started in 1998. The NTS was adapted to monitor the iodine supplementation since 1997: NB with TSH >5 mIU/l (3-5 days) decreased from 7.8 (1997) to 9.6% (2000) and declined below 3% in 2006. Stable improvement of all screening process indicators was achieved by integrating efforts of all participants. The transition of the NTS in a more efficient public health program is a constant challenge and of utmost importance for the future extension of all neonatal screening programmes.
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